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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re about to enter a very high productive cycle. And I want to talk about the
configurations and how to maximize your creative potential during this time period.
We have Mercury going into the sign of Virgo, then we’ll have the Sun in Virgo and Mercury will
move into Scorpio in the last few days of September. So really I’m going to say we have about a
six week time period here of very highly productive energies IF you can keep your mind focused.

So I want to talk about how to keep the mind focused because a lot of you are very creative and
you work more circularly: start a project, start another one, start a third one, maybe finish
something you started you know, two years ago, and then work on project number two and what
not. So you kind of move in circles. If that is your natural style, that’s good. Continue to do that
but again, you don’t want to be too scattered.
Now some of you pick one thing and stick with it till it’s done. You might want to learn, for
example, how to “ok this isn’t going smoothly right now, I’m going to set that aside and do another
task and then come back to it.”
So you have to work within your own creative realm of how you operate best.
In the meantime I think focusing the brain: you can tap some points, the third eye center, very,
very gently tap the third eye. Tap on the outer edges of the eye sockets on the bones, tap above
the ears, and then behind the ears on the skull and then on the base of the skull and just again
kind of a light… don’t wound yourself but just very gently tap and that stimulates a lot of the brain.
I would finish with tapping the tip of the nose, maybe even about thirteen times on the tip of the
nose. Just get kind of a buzzing sensation and that’ll wake up cranial nerves and help things
function a bit better.
Also pat yourself at the very top of the chest, just under the collar bone, like you’re burping
yourself or something. Make sure you get underneath both collarbones, using the flat part of your
fingers or the palm of your hand if you can. You want to kind of get that area buzzing a little bit as
well.
And yet another very helpful technique is write things down. Write your to do list and then number
them maybe in pencil and then keep renumbering them like “ok this is number one now. Alright
make that number five and move this one up here”. Maybe a chalk board or a dry eraser board or
something that you have that you can move them around and the other very helpful hint is that at
the end of the day, jot down your accomplishments. “Today I finished this, I started that, I got
right to the midpoint of this thing and then maybe tomorrow, just briefly, tomorrow I’ll tackle
weeds in the yard or shovel snow first thing and then I’ll go to this project, that project”, whatever
it happens to be.
So as you let the subconscious mind and the brain go to rest in the evening because you have
jotted everything down and it’s organized. That’s the way Virgo likes to work: it’s very, very
organized.
Alright Dear Ones. I wish you a highly productive time and as always, thank you and my love to
you.
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